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The Incentives for Innovation

• Knowledge as a Public Good
– Underinvestment in innovation because of free riding

– But: The importance of imitation for diffusion!

• How to incentivize innovations:
– Protecting Innovation through Secrecy

– Subsidies:
• Disadvantage: Unrelated to the value of the product

– Patents:
• Advantage: Reward related to the value to consumers

• Disadvantage: Can generates market power and thus lead to too little 
consumption/too slow diffusion of innovation



The Tradeoff Between Innovation Incentives and 

Market Power

• A patent gives market power as a return for an investment in 
innovation

• Patents do not necessarily give monopoly power:
– New ways of doing the same thing are allowed. (Then the patent has 

low value)

– If close substitutes are patentable the monetary extraction can be low

• Optimal Patenting: Trade-off between patent width and 
patent length
– Wide patents give a lot of monopoly rent, but a lot of market 

distortion.

– You can reduce width and increase length to leave incentives the 
same. But you decrease consumption distortion (i.e. more 
competition)
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Competition and Innovation Incentives

• Monopoly rents as a reward (Schumpeter)

• Escaping the Competition Effect (Arrow)

• Dynamic Perspective: 

– The Racing intuition (working hard when similar, working 
little when falling behind)

– More competitor make those work harder that fall behind

• Competition and Selection
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The Traditional Empirical Evidence

• Evidence from the 1980s was mixed: Competition 

often was seen to reduce innovation 

– Severe Statistical Problems

– Geroski (1995): Controlling for endogeneity of competition 

and heterogeneity across industries, there is a positive 

relationship between competition and innovation. 

– If one does not control for these effects: similar results to 

the old literature 
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Recent Developments in the Empirical Literature

• Patent Count data:

– Blundell, Griffith, and Van Reenen (1999): Larger Firms innovate more, 

but competition helps. Consistent with pre-emptive investments.

– Aghion, Bloom, Blundell, Griffith, Howitt (2005): The inverted U-

shaped relationship

• Impact of Competition on Cost improvements:

– Baily and Gersbach (1995), GaldonGaldon-Sanchez and Schmitz 

(2002), Carlin, Schaffer, and Seabright (2004): benefit of (some) 

competition



The Relationship Between Competition and 

Innovation
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Evidence from “Structural Models”

• Maceira (2009): Super computers

– Competition (over a large range) increases innovation rate

• Goettler and Gordon (2009): processors (Intel vs. AMD)

– Duopoly competition leads to slightly less innovation than Intel 
monopoly. 

– But price effects (static efficiency) considerably outweigh the R&D 
effects (dynamic efficiency)

• Syverson (2004): Ready Mixed Concrete 

– More competition (higher density of producers) leads to higher lower 
bound on productivity, higher average productivity, and lower 
productivity dispersion 



Evidence from Mergers
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The Message from the Empirical Work

• Little Evidence that Competition in Highly Concentrated 

Markets harms innovation

– Arguments by firms that competition is by innovation not in price

• Implications for competition policy in antitrust and merger 

cases?

– Change of Innovation incentives in merger cases (HDD mergers)

– More robust defense of antitrust remedies involving IP in foreclosure 

cases



Imperfections in the Patent System

• One Size Fits ALL?

– Theory suggests industry specific optimal system

– But implementation difficult

– However: Large differences emerging

• Patent System is Crude: In some cases the same 

formal right may convey much more market power

• Adaptation in Changing Markets?

• Imperfect Patent Validity (Probabilistic Patents)
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The Newest Challenge: Complementary Patents

• “Standing on the shoulders of Giants”
– How much to protect an innovation against improvements?

– Too little protection leads to no innovation – too much protection 
leads to too little innovation by those with ideas based on the initial 
invention

• Analogue with many complementary parts:
– Can a firm extend patent protection to complementary products?

• Consequences:
– Different Tradeoff between Competition and Innovation

– The Hold-Up Problem

– Optimal patent length should be shorter



Sharply increasing patenting activity with focus on the 

Information and communications technology sector

Source: Hall (2009)



Increasing EPO patent applications in Electronics

1 

1. Average of technology classes

Source: Harhoff et al. (2007)



Increasing number of patent applications at the 

European Patent office (EPO)

Source: Harhoff et al. (2007)



But decreasing „quality“ of patents

1. A X-type reference refers to a particularly relevant document indicating that a invention is unlikely to be novel or to involve a sufficient inventive step 

2. Average of technology classes    Source: Harhoff et al. (2007)

2 

Share of patent references that cast doubt on patent novelty („X-type“ references)1



Summary: Empirical trends in patenting

1. Sharply increasing numbers of patent applications and patent 
grants after 1992 – Source mostly ICT industries

2. Decrease in the Quality of Patents – Greater Uncertainty 
about the Validity of patents

3. An increasing number of claims per patent indicating greater 
complexity of patent applications – Greater Uncertainty 
about Content of Patents (Less Patent research)

4. Less patents opposed, but large differences in opposition 
rates across technology areas

5. Litigation rates have become very high in some industries

Source: Harhoff et al. (2007)



The Features that Concern Us Most

• Probabilistic Patents and Entry Deterrence

• Complementary Patents and Hold-Up

• And the Combination of the Two



Probabilistic Patents and Patent Settlements in 

the Pharma Industry
• Preventing Generic Entry

– After patents for molecule run out

– Disputes over validity of production technology patents 

between incumbent and generic producers

• Settlements to avoid law suit over validity

– Terms: Generic firm does not enter and gets a payment

– Problem: Such a settlement will occur even when both 

sides know that the patent is invalid

• Undermines the patent system by effectively 

extending patent life.



The Hold Up Problem

• Danger of infringing on interface of 
product A reduces incentives to 
invent complementary products

• Product A can extract part of the 
value of product B in licensing 
negotiations: Reducing B‘s incentives 
to innovate

• Differences between standard 
essential and differentiating patents: 
Degree of holdup?

A B

• Product A and interface for 
complementary products patented

• Possibility for patentee to prevent 
competing firms from inventing 
complementary products using that 
interface



Examples for Hold Up Through IP rights

• Hold Up: 

– After sunk investments of others in complementary 

technology the license price can be raised

– Reduction of Innovation with Complementary Products

• The Microsoft Server Interoperability Case

• Patent Ambush

• Exploitation of Explicit Standards

• Exploitation of Implicit Standards

• Threat of Short Run Damage: RIM?



Characteristics of Patents in ICT industry

• Many complementary parts, separately protected by (often 
multiple) patents

• Consequences: 
– Innovations are often protected by a multitude of patents

– Innovators have do not know what competing patents are out there 
and whether their products infringe

– Own patent filings therefore has only one function: If competitor B 
makes a patent claim against firm A’s product, firm A can make a 
patent claim against competitor B’s product

– Cross-licensing

• Things go wrong when there are asymmetries in the patent 
holdings



Recently, major firms have launched massive patent-

suits against competitors

Comment: Table of mobile patent suits is incomplete. E.g. Sony/LGE, Apple/Samsung missing

Source: Reuters, Clearly Gottlieb presentation



The Hold Up Problem with general complementary 

Innovations

• The Hold-Up Problem
– If patents are complementary between firms hold up goes two ways

– If patents are symmetric between firms each just licenses their patents to others. 

– Otherwise there is hold up by the firm that has the larger patent portfolio

– Licensing with many firms and royalties: In the absence of coordination, each patentee will charge 
too high royalties for downstream products that are based on multiple complementary patents: 
Royalty Stacking

– In case of  many required complementary patents, intense coordination necessary with possibly high 
transaction costs of coordination

– Patent Thickets

• Solving the Hold-Up Problem for Standards (SEPs)
– (F)RAND commitments?

• Why have hold-up problems not been solved by contract?

• Why has the court system not resolved these issues?



Hold Up and Injunctions

• Why injunctions before final resolution are generally a bad idea:
– Probabilistic Patents

– Incentives for innovation can be given through damages awards

– Limiting Injunctions allows the potential infringer to enter and compete 
(better for customers), but still face damages cost if the initial patent was 
valid

– No injunctions gives the right incentives to innovate to both the initial 
innovator and later potential infringers

• Are Standard Essential Patents Different?
– Harder to invent around

– Fits more neatly with abuse of dominance concepts

– Depends on the Court rules!

– The German Orange Book Standard and the persistence of hold-up



Hold Up and Asymmetry

• Bargaining power depends on relative size of patent 

portfolios

– Continued Hold-Up with persistent asymmetries

• Role of SEPs in Cross-licensing 

– Asymmetry between SEPs and differentiating patents

• "Patent Trolls"

– Asymmetric Incentives for NEPs and others

• Small Inventors

– Cross-licensing does not solve the hold-up problem



Merger Control

• Google/Motorola:

– Predicting the effects of the merger on litigation/hold-up 
incentives

– Symmetrizing merger or innovation reducing?

– Are their merger specific changes to the incentives for 
patent hold-up for Motorola SEPs?

– Is merger policy the right instrument to tackle these issues

• Can Competition Policy Instruments Adress Patent 
Portfolio Acquisitions?



Antitrust Intervention

• When are injunctions considered an abuse of a dominant 

position?

– Current focus on SEPs (as in horizontal guidelines)

– Should “not in good faith” or economic criteria concerning hold-up be 

the criterion for abuse?

• Are Excessive Royalties an abuse of a dominant position?

– Should Competition Policy determine FRAND rates?

– Should Competition Policy give guidance how FRAND rates should be 

determined by the courts? (Royalty base)



Conclusions

• Current patent wars are special because of the convergence 
of multiple technologies
– SEPs and non-SEPs depending on industry

– Particular importance of patent portfolio asymmetries

– Eliminating preliminary injunctions a large step to avoid distortions

– But:

• Case by case approach only a complement for a more 
comprehensive set of rules?

• Do we need to look at IP design in ICT?
– Is patent protection too long?

– Is patent scope badly designed for these industries?


